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1. Build words with the following sounds:  

a) br- ________          e) ch- ________         i) sp- ________      
b) fr- ________          f) pr- ________          j) sn- ________ 
c) gr- ________          g) cr- ________          
d) dr- ________          h) sc- ________        

                                                                                                                                                             

2. Underline the following doing words(Verbs): 

a) I eat an apple every day.  
b) Tim writes letters to his cousin. 
c) We go to the playground after school. 
d) The singer sings a nice song.  
e) The bus driver drives the bus down the street. 

 
3. Circle the verb in each group of words: 

a) dog            cat            eat 
b) Max           talk           baby 
c) mother       tells          happy 
d) take            bus           home 
e) glass           juice        walk 

 
4. Match the animals with their young ones:                                                               

a) hen               duckling    
b) goat              calf 
c) cat                 kitten 
d) duck              chick 
e) cow               kid 

 
5. Revise Unit-06  ‘Doing things’  (pg: 26 to 29) from ‘ Nelson English 

Student Book-1’ .                                              
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Q.A.  Choose the nouns from the box and write them in the correct columns. 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.B. Underline the naming words: 

1. There is no pencil in the box.  2. We saw a tiger in the zoo. 

3. We live in Dhaka. 4. The dog barks loudly. 

5. He cut the apple with a knife. 6. The zebra eats grass.  

7. The patient is in the hospital. 8. She plays with her brother. 

9. The girls built a snowman. 10.  Sara is my friend. 

11.  Mary has a little lamb 12.  The kitten is under the table. 

13.  The boy kicked the ball. 14.  John likes to go to school. 

 

 

 

 

 
People 

Places Animals Things 

    

    

    

    

    

policeman, rock, playground, pencil, office, chickens, brother, field, book, horse, teacher, cow, 

fox, patient, school, tree, city, singer, goat, cloud 

 



 

Q.C.  Choose the correct nouns from the brackets. 

1. Mum put the flowers in the _________________. (vase/ pan). 

2. The giraffe has a long _______________________. (trunk/ neck) 

3. The boy is reading a _____________________. (table/ book) 

4. They are playing football in the _______________. (office/ playground) 

5. She is riding a ________________. ( bicycle/ car) 

6. Rose is a beautiful _____________. ( flower/ tree) 

7. We saw an elephant in the ______________. ( zoo/ office) 

8. The _____________ barks loudly. ( dog/ant) 

9. We need to drink plenty of __________________. ( water/ apple) 

10.  A ________________ works in a hospital. ( patient/ doctor) 

11.  There are many _______________ in the classroom. ( students/ animals) 

12.  The ____________ sat on the branch and cawed. ( cow/ crow) 

13.  We hear with our ________________. ( ears/ nose) 

14.  The _____________ rises in the east. ( sun/ moon) 

15.  The baby ________________ on the floor. ( teaches/ jumps)  


